Introduction to Digital Image Processing

General Information

Lectures:
Tuesday 9:00 - 10:20
Mitchell Earth Sciences 350/372

Lab Sessions:
Thursday 9:00 – 10:20
Mitchell Earth Sciences 350/372

Professor:
Howard Zebker
Office: Packard 334 or Mitchell 305
Telephone: 723-8067
email: zebker@stanford.edu
Office Hours: Drop by any time, try 305 Mitchell first

Teaching Assistant:
Andre Cornman
Office: TBA
Phone: (get in class)
email: cornman@stanford.edu
Office Hours: Weds. PM, location TBA
Course format and summary

Digital pictures today are all around us, on the web, on DVDs, and on digital satellite systems, for example. In this course we will investigate the creation and manipulation of digital images by computer. The course will consist of theoretical material introducing the mathematics of images and imaging, as well as computer laboratory exercises designed to introduce methods of real-world data manipulation. The format will consist of lectures on Tuesdays, with Thursdays devoted to lab exercises. The lab exercises will introduce various image processing topics, which will be examined in more detail in the homework assignments. Topics will include representation of two-dimensional data, time and frequency domain representations, filtering and enhancement, the Fourier transform, convolution, interpolation, color images, and techniques for animation. Lecture notes will be handed out routinely, and special handouts will also be distributed from time to time. Reading assignments will be given from the recommended text or from other sources, most of which will be on reserve at the Engineering Library. Homework assignments will generally be given out on Thursdays and collected on Thursdays, with the results handed back during the following week. Cooperation on homework is encouraged, but you are expected to keep the work on an approximately equal basis. There will be one midterm exam plus a final term project. Grades will be based on homework, the midterm exam, and the project, with weightings of approximately 40% on the final project, 25% on the midterm, 30% on homework, and up to 5% extra credit problems.

We will implement many of the concepts presented in the course in a series of computer exercises designed to acquaint you with computer manipulation of actual image data. Additional problems will be given as homework. The resources required for the homework problems will be within the capability of the class computer accounts in the Leland system, but you are free to implement them on any machine on which you are comfortable. Most of the exercises can be done using Matlab, although many examples will be given using C and Fortran language routines. Again, you are permitted to implement the exercises using any language or system you wish-- it is the result that counts.

A rough schedule of the course is as follows, with more details in the course syllabus web page. We first introduce the ideas concerning how we define images and imaging. The next several weeks will cover how we apply systems theory, such as transforms and impulse functions, to two-dimensional imaging systems. This will be accompanied by several computer implementation exercises designed to introduce you to the real world of data, where things are often not as tidy as they may be in more theoretical circumstances. Topics such as sampling and interpolation, important in all data manipulation, follow. We will also introduce principles of color and color manipulation for special image effects. After the midterm, we will begin to apply the theoretical constructs from the first half of the course to a series of examples. Some examples will be illustrations of various methods to display 2-D or 3-D information, such as perspective viewing and the generation of anaglyphs (those red-green images creating stereo effects if you wear the funny glasses.) We will culminate by addressing computer animations, where we will design and create a series of digital images that will comprise a digital movie. The digital movies that you create, along with a written report, will serve as the final project. The
final project will be a team effort consisting of the design and animation of a digital movie incorporating the techniques introduced in the class. You will be free to choose your own subject; several examples will be provided that you may use.

Textbook info

Recommended, but not required:


Note: this book is out of print, and we will distribute useful excerpts from it as required. If you wish to pick up your own copy from a secondary source, it is a decent introduction to image processing.

Prerequisites:

None. This is an introduction to the subject of digital image processing, and should be approachable by most undergraduates. The labwork does entail programming in matlab, however. No experience with matlab is required, as initially we will give you most of the commands necessary to implement the exercises.

Course structure:

The course will meet twice a week, generally on Tuesdays, and on Thursdays in the Imaging Lab located in the basement of Packard, room 001. There will be reading assignments from the text plus handouts in class. Some reading will be of documents available primarily over the World Wide Web.
EE168 - Syllabus:

(* items take place in Imaging Lab Packard 001, usually on Thursdays)

Week 1.

1) Introduction and organization, physics of vision, resolution, impulse response

*2) Lab: Viewing digital images, bits and bytes, raster scan format, quantization

Week 2.

3) Linear systems, matrix transformations, scaling, translation and rotations

*4) Lab: Scaling, translation and rotation, sums and differences

Week 3.

5) Contrast and grey levels, histograms, Gaussian and other non-linear stretches

6) Convolution, simple filters, edge detection

*7) Lab: Histograms and stretches, convolutional filters

Week 4.

8) The frequency domain, power spectral density, the FFT

9) Digital filtering, image enhancement, noise

*10) Lab: Fourier transforms and the frequency domain, filters

Week 5.

11) Color representation, RGB, HSI, 24 bit and 8 bit color tables

12) Storing multiple images in 8 bits, color table swaps

*13) Lab: Color basics

Week 6.

14) Midterm exam, approx. Tuesday, Feb. 10, take out exam
15) Interpolation methods, accuracy vs. efficiency, forward and backward methods

*16) Lab: Image interpolation

Week 7.

17) Topography and shaded relief displays, contours, parallax and stereo

*18) Lab: Perspective viewing and anaglyphs

Week 8.

19) Geometric and spatial transforms, restoring distortion

20) Fitting smooth functions to sparse data, least-squares

*21) Lab: Rubber sheeting of images

Week 9.

22) Image morphing

23) False color images, principle components analysis

*24) Lab: Creating multiple image sequences for the project

Week 10.

25) More advanced topics in image processing

*26) Student presentations: computer animations 1

*27) Student presentations: computer animations 2
**Recommended text**


**Other useful references**

Other books which may serve as useful references are listed below. These will be put on reserve in Terman Engineering Library.


